I will:
Strive to have fun learning and playing the game.
Always give my maximize effort at practice and games to improve my soccer skills and understanding of the game. I understand the amount of playing time I receive in games will be based on my productive participation at practice, my general attitude and adherence to this Player Promise.
Recognize that mistakes are ok to make and that they expand my boundaries to make me a better player.
Have a positive and never quit attitude, exemplify and demonstrate sportsmanship at all times, conduct myself with class and dignity, give encouragement to my fellow teammates, respect all officials and coaches and accept their decisions without question, respect my coach & my opponents.
Learn and obey the laws of the game.
Attend and be prompt and ready to play to all games and practices and immediately report any injury to my coach.
Lose as a champion by continuing to try hard with a positive attitude and win with humility.
Learn the rules, policies & procedures of the Team & Club.
Be the BEST that I can be at all times; for myself, my team, my club and my family.

I will never:
Engage in dissent toward an official or coach nor use profane or vulgar language,
Leave a game field or training session without the permission of my coach,
Never forget that I represent the Shaker Youth Soccer Association – PFC.
Come to the game or practice without the proper equipment and nourishment and I will always be mentally prepared.

Signed, Date

Player Name